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Product Assortment Or Customer Experience

 business customers customer retention

Summary: The findings from a recent study may give bankers food for thought on

how they address new products and services. We give you the highlights.

In case you missed it, scientists have reportedly developed a new laser known as the Cytophone that is 1,000x

more sensitive than current methods. This is huge because the laser has reportedly already been tested and

used to detect, target and destroy cancer tumors in blood cells. Scientists hope it could one day be used to

destroy melanoma and metastatic cancer. Now that is the sort of scientific advance we would all love to see.

While not as life changing as this sort of cancer busting laser, bankers also do lots of testing in order to deal

with industry challenges that seem to constantly shift and change over time.

One recent study gives banks food for thought in terms of how customers may choose financial providers.

While traditional wisdom dictates that consumers choose the overall banking experience first and individual

products second, a Kasasa study calls that thinking into question and surfaces some interesting things to think

about.

The study found 84% of Americans determine the products and services they want from a financial institution

first, and then look for an institution that offers them. Notably, consumers identified various bank offerings as

very or somewhat important when choosing an institution for everyday banking needs. Here, some 87% said

they wanted ATM fee refunds and no ATM fees; 86% cited a physical branch presence; and 79% said digital

banking capabilities. Additionally, 71% said credit card offerings were important when choosing a financial

institution and 63% said P2P payments were important too.

The findings underscore the importance of having a broad suite of products for any bank. In fact, 87% of

respondents with a primary financial institution already said it was important to them that their provider was

able to serve more than just one of their financial needs.

As you're thinking about what other products and services can effectively augment your existing line-up, we

want to zoom in on small business credit card offerings because so many competitors are doing so.

Here, some community banks seem to take a reactive rather than a proactive approach to small business

cards. This could be a serious mistake considering that a majority of small businesses will use a credit card for

business expenses.

Not only that, but research finds many small businesses actively shop for business credit cards and many are

open to having a community bank as their provider.

In fact, an overwhelming 80% of businesses that have a credit card with a community bank consider that card

to be primary, according to research from Visa and A.T. Kearney.

By making credit cards an integral part of offerings, banks have the potential to develop deeper and stickier

relationships with small business customers.
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Certainly, community banks know how to satisfy customers, but pressures are everywhere. It might be time to

do a little testing of your services, as your team stays educated on those products most in demand by listening

to customers. It is a difficult balance sometimes, but the rewards could make it all worthwhile.
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